Foreword
Every epoch has its great scientific questions. It is our hubris at the moment to dream that we can figure out the final theory of the fundamental interactions of physics. This dream goes back to Einstein and his search for the Unified Field Theory, for which he devoted the latter part of his life. However, in retrospect it seems clear that Einstein lived too early for this task. At that time we as a field did not yet even know how to describe the known interactions, or how to use quantum field theory properly. Einstein did not have the right knowledge base and tools to complete his task. These would only come later. Presently we are clearly in a better position because we have a rich and successful description of the world encoded in the Standard Model. We have learned much about Nature and are ready to renew Einstein's dream for a final theory. Is it our time?
This book is a collection of reflections by young scientists on the goal of a final theory. The science is discussed without its mathematical underpinnings, so that the essays are suitable for a general reader. They are similar to polished versions of the discussions that one hears around the lunch table, debating the dreams and prospects of the unexplored pathways ahead. The issues are subtle and interesting.
The descriptions of the known interactions themselves give us a strong clue towards unification. They point to a narrow range of energies in which the unification would occur. This is most obvious for the theory of gravity, which is why so much attention is paid to that interaction. Contrary to old-fashioned wisdom, gravity and quantum mechanics are not incompatible, as has been said for many years. Recent understanding in quantum field theory, in particular the development of effective field theory, shows that gravity and quantum mechanics work perfectly naturally together at low energies. Quantum calculations can be made that predict very tiny modifications of the classical predictions of general relativity. However, these corrections grow with the energy, become overwhelmingly large at an energy referred to as the Planck energy (or Planck mass or simply Planck scale). The well-behaved theory appears to be falling apart above this energy. Something is clearly happening at that scale -probably a new description is needed there. Moreover, the other interactions also point to an energy scale close to the Planck energy. The strength of their interactions also depend on energy, and the electromagnetic, weak and strong interaction strengths all become approximately equal just below the Planck scale. Therefore that scale is where we would expect unification to occur. So we think we have a clue as to where the action is.
However, that unification scale is not readily accessible. The Planck energy is about 10 16 times higher than the energy of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the most energetic device in science. We will never be able to run new experiments at the energy of unification. This is the great hurdle to our present dream. So maybe our problem is different from Einstein's. Even if you grant that we may possibly have the theoretical tools to describe unification, will we have the experimental ability to learn about Nature at the unification scale? It is actually not hopeless despite the large gap in energy. The early universe may reveal effects from the unification era. Studies of very rare processes, such as the possible decay of protons, may be sensitive to effects from very high energies. However, it has to be admitted that we too may fail at our dream if we are not clever enough to figure out how to validate our theories of unification.
This disparity between the available theoretical tools and the intrinsic obstacles to experimental verification underscores some aspects of the sociology of the field at the moment. There is a sometimes bitter debate over the directions of the field and this debate is played out in the public literature and blogs. It is more gently visible within the essays of this book also. That the debate can become so heated is at least partially because experiment is not riding to the rescue. In situations where experiment will quickly decide which of competing theories is correct, people do not need to be overly attached to their theory -it could well be proven wrong next week. But when one does not know if one's theoretical work will be tested within one's career, the need to feel correct in one's research direction (and thereby feeling that others are incorrect in theirs) becomes higher (This comment is not my own -I heard it ascribed to James "BJ" Bjorken. I repeat it because I feel that it explains some of the nature of the public debate). However, it should be said that the fact that the theories are so hard to test is not the fault of the theorists themselves. Many try mightily to think of feasible ways of testing their ideas. The difficulty is just the intrinsic nature of unification theories, required by the remoteness of the unification scale.
One variant of the dream would actually be readily verified. This would be if the unified theory predicted all the parameters of the physical world without any adjustable assumptions. There are about 28 numbers describing the Standard Model plus gravitythese give the masses of the particles, the strength of the interaction and various properties in the decay of unstable particles. They appear in the theory without any obvious order -for example the mass of the top quark is about 45,000 times the mass of the up quark, with others falling seemingly randomly (technically, random on a logarithmic scale) in between. No one has made much sense of the pattern of these parameters. They are not predicted by the Standard Model itself -presumably they are the input from some more fundamental theory. Indeed, they appear to be non-trivially odd, in that small variations in the parameters would lead to worlds without atoms or nuclei or without stars. The fact that the parameters have only a small anthropic rangei.e. those compatible with life as we know it -is an interesting topic in its own right and has a modest scientific literature. In any case, we have all these numbers which we don't understand but which appear to be just so for the existence of key features of our universe. It would be lovely to explain them.
The longtime dream of String Theory, which has essentially no free parameters, was that once we could solve the theory we would predict exactly all of these parameters. If that were to work it would be outstandingly impressive and would readily be taken as a verification of the theory. This particular dream has faltered from the indications that String Theory may have so many solutions (the so-called landscape) that any combination of parameters should be possible, and indeed there would be many other realizations besides the Standard Model. At one level, this is deeply discouraging -there goes our big test. However, if that is the nature of the theory, we may have to live with it. This changes the way that we approach the theory of the early universe. Are there domains in the universe that have different values of these parameters, and if so does this explain the special values that we see in our world of atoms and stars? It also changes the way we look for tests of the theory. Does string theory predict that the all the masses should be random on a logarithmic scale or not? Maybe some of the other theories will come to the rescue here and uniquely explain all the features that we observe in the Standard Model.
It is of course possible that none of the possibilities under consideration are viable. We could be in the same situation as Einstein was, lacking the knowledge and tools to even head in the right direction. Most directions at present are based on the idea of unification of symmetries. Our present theories have certain symmetries, and the postulate is that the fundamental theory would have more symmetry at high energy. But perhaps the reverse is true -maybe the symmetries that we see are artifacts at low energy, emergent from a fundamental theory without them. This would upset almost all work being done presently. It is important to keep an open mind to all possibilities.
We could have some hints in the next few years, coming from the working of the LHC. Although the LHC is unable to directly probe unification at the Planck scale, it may give us hints as to the correct direction. For example Supersymmetry is a key ingredient to String Theory -if evidence for this is found at the LHC it would be an enormous boost for the direction of String Theory even though it does not directly confirm the theory. If it is not found, it is not fatal for the theory but certainly would be discouraging. Moreover, all past colliders that opened up new territory have also found unexpected developments. If that happens, we could get enormously valuable clues. The most optimistic outcome would be if we could find evidence that the unification scale is lower in energy than the Planck scale. So we have the pleasure of looking forward to exciting developments in the next few years.
Voltaire's philosophical satire "Candide, or Optimism" tells the story of the eternally optimistic but misguided professor of "metaphysico-theologo-cosmolonigology", Pangloss, who argues that we live in the best of all possible worlds, a belief based on Leibniz' theoretical arguments. With Candide, Pangloss makes an excursion beyond his castle, finding evidence otherwise in some of the atrocities encountered. The book ends with the enigmatic words "We must cultivate our garden" (thereby spawning thousands of college essays to explicate their meaning). I have always had a fondness for this fable, especially when discussing anthropic issues. However, in the context of the present volume, the phrase "cultivate our garden" has a special meaning. We really don't know which of our present directions will be fruitful. In research, many seeds are planted but only a few really blossom. Each of us tries to cultivate our own corner of the garden in order to see what grows. The young scientists whose essays you are about to read provide us with a tour of their gardens, revealing their thoughts about the prospects and pitfalls for the future.
John F. Donoghue Amherst, MA June 2010
Preface When I was asked by Bentham Science Publishers to propose an idea for an e-book on current issues in physics I thought it was a no-brainer. For several decades the ambition of unifying all of physics under one fundamental set of rules that "fit on one side of a Tshirt" (as some physicists are fond of saying) has been an increasingly nagging objective of basic research. Many ideas were proposed, and this book explores some of the most recent of them, but there has never been a more exciting time in the history of this search: Our most complex experimental tool yet; the $10 billion Large Hadron Collider, in Geneva Switzerland, has been turned on and has already had some results published. Who knows what wonderful things it will produce over the next few years and in what directions of research will it guide us. It is then the perfect time to slow down, take a deep breath, and ask ourselves "Are we there yet?" This is what this book is about.
The book is (roughly) structured following the theme:
History
Articles on String Theory Articles on other theories (Loop Quantum Gravity etc.)
New ideas and speculations General discussions
The articles, however, are self-contained, hence the readers may choose to read them in any order they feel comfortable with. Inevitably, there is some overlap in the material as different authors briefly review the same concepts. This is done, however, using different styles and approaches and is not repetitious. The five parts of this essay are held together by the common theme of unification. Each section focuses on a particular theoretical development and is written in the voice of a scientist living at the time, reflecting on the discoveries of his or her age, what they mean, how they demand a changed worldview, and what might potentially lie in the future. The first section is written as a letter from a young British student at Cambridge, to his sister. He describes to her the wonders of Maxwell's equations and what they mean, but in terms that his sister, who is an aspiring painter, would be able to relate to. The second section, about relativity, is written by a layman. A New York school teacher who admires Einstein has gone to Battery Park to join the crowds welcoming the Nobel Laureate to America. Whilst waiting for the ship, he thinks about the theories that made this man an international celebrity. The third section is based on the reflections of a young European researcher in Copenhagen in the early 1930's. He sees the greats of quantum mechanics walk the corridors and learns from their conversations, whether directed at him, or overheard. The basic developments are mentioned, including Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, Pauli's exclusion principle, Schrödinger's equation and wave-particle duality. The fourth section is set in the early 1980's. A third-world scientist, early in his career, is visiting the International Center for Theoretical Physics at Trieste, Italy. In a letter to his young children, he talks about particle physics, introduces the Standard Model, and ruminates on how essential collaboration and a conducive atmosphere are for research. The last scientist is a female graduate student at Harvard in the present day. She is beginning to study string theory and is fascinated by the promise of ultimate unification. After a brief review of string theoryand a mention of the LHC -she addresses the question of whether or not she thinks this might be physics' last word.
String Theory and the Failure of Unification Peter Woit

Department of Mathematics, Columbia University
The subject known as string theory by now has a forty-year long history, during which it has evolved into a collection of various active sub-fields in physics and mathematics. With a literature of several tens of thousands of papers, many using highly abstract and specialized mathematical techniques, the degree of complexity involved is hard to over-emphasize. This situation makes it very difficult to evaluate the state of the field and reach conclusions about which ideas have worked out and which haven't. This article will focus on one particular aspect of string theory, the hope that it might provide a unified theory including both general relativity and the Standard Model. The argument will be made that while this is what initially led to the explosion of interest in string theory back in 1984, by now there are solid reasons to believe that attempts to get unification along these lines are doomed to failure. For a more extensive version of the discussion here (with much more in the way of references), see the author's 2006 semipopular book (Woit, P. Not Even Wrong. Jonathan Cape, 2006) . In recent years, one segment of the string theory community has reacted to the problems with string theory and unification by conjecturing the existence of a string theory landscape, the existence of which would make it impossible to get testable predictions out of string theory. This move away from the standard scientific method, motivated by an unwillingness to give up long-cherished hopes, holds significant dangers for theoretical physics should it become conventional wisdom.
Can String Theory Survive Complete Falsification? Moataz H. Emam
Department of Physics, State University of New York College at Cortland
The current pursuit of a complete theory of physics, one that incorporates both general relativity and the Standard Model, is wholly based on the power of pure thought. The lack of experimental verification and guidance has forced physicists to explore, and indeed expand, the vast mathematical landscape in search of ideas, one of which happens to be the staggeringly large edifice known as superstring theory. Many of us have specialized into some remote corner of this landscape with little or no hope of that corner ever making contact with reality. So certain questions naturally arise: Why are we doing this? Why is this theory of strings so attractive that, against all odds, it has survived for decades as an active field of physics research? In this article I ask this question, and discuss those achievements of string theory that may just be enough to allow it to survive, even if completely falsified as an explanation of nature. 
String Theory in the
Science Fiction of Everything Florian Conrady
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada (fconrady@perimeterinstitute.ca) In this article, I will describe my perspective on the present state of fundamental theoretical physics and my guess on what will be the key elements of future theories of everything. First I will review three important approaches: string theory, loop quantum gravity and noncommutative geometry. I will explain their main ideas and strengths, but also point out what they are still missing on the road to providing a true unification of physics. Based on this, I will speculate about how a future theory of everything could look like: I expect that its basic degrees of freedom will be networks or matrices. Its principal achievements will be the unification of spacetime and fields, and the dynamical generation of spacetime. I will also argue that this scenario opens the way to many interesting conceptual possibilities: the existence of several spacetimes or realities that interact with each other; that spacetime and the laws of nature are not "God-given", but evolved and contingent; that the very structure of reality could exhibit higher levels of organization. The thread that runs through the discussion will be renormalization: I will start by explaining nonrenormalizability and conclude with remarks on nonperturbative renormalization.
A Vision of Quantum Gravity Tim A. Koslowski
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
In this article, I discuss my view of the problem of quantum gravity. I then explain two approaches to solving this problem: Loop quantum gravity and the asymptotic safety scenario, which tackle the problem from opposite ends. Loop quantum gravity tries to describe the fundamental building blocks of spacetime with the hope that the resulting theory may explain gravity as we know it. On the other hand the asymptotic safety scenario considers theories that are as close to gravity as a quantum theory could be and asks whether this setup satisfies the conditions of a fundamental theory. While loop quantum gravity is in a sense a bottom-up approach, the asymptotic safety scenario is a top-down approach to quantum gravity. I explain why the weaknesses of either approach are the strengths of the other, suggesting the main idea of this article; that a merging of both approaches should yield fundamental insight into the problem of quantum gravity. I discuss what the consequences of such a merging could be.
Does History Repeat Itself in a Non-Cyclic Universe? Sundance Bilson-Thompson
School of Chemistry and Physics, University of Adelaide, SA 5005, Australia
When trying to construct a working theory of quantum gravity, it may be helpful to consider how previous breakthroughs in physics have occurred. What can we learn from the historical progress of astrophysics and particle physics? What role should theory and experiment play as we try to find our way towards this seemingly elusive goal? Quantum theory poses deep challenges to the mechanical conception of reality that underlies classical physics. Yet today, over eighty years after its creation, its implications for our picture of reality remain enshrouded in uncertainty. In view of the current search for a more comprehensive theory of physics (a so-called theory of everything), it is vital that these implications be clearly elucidated. In this article, I describe the nature of the challenge posed by quantum theory, and outline efforts that have been made to better understand its non-classical features, such as non-locality. In particular, I discuss the informational perspective, which, through the study of quantum information processing, has provided deep insights into the nature of quantum reality, and has also revitalized the long-standing quest to reconstruct the content of the rather mysterious mathematical formalism of quantum theory from a set of crisp physical principles. Finally, I indicate some implications of recent reconstructive work for the search for a theory of quantum gravity, and, more broadly, for our picture of physical reality.
Shooting in the Dark
